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I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless wide-area cellular networks such as GPRS and UMTS 3G networks in Europe and CDMA 2000 networks in America and Asia are being widely deployed, promising ubiquitous access to IF!-based multimedia applications for end-users, The characteristics of the cellular wireless medium, however pose several new challenges to audio and video multimedia streaming applications. In this paper we consider the performance of such interactive multimedia streaming over cellular environments.
In contrast to the relatively stable indoor 802.11b WLANs, wide-area cellular links are severely plagued by the vagaries of the cellular environment such as multipath fading, interference, cell re-selection etc.. The net effect is that cellular links generally suffer from high and variable round lrip times, rate fluctuations. link outages and occasional burst losses e.g. during deep fading and hand-overs etc. that can significantly impair efficient transmission of multimedia data.
In addition to the residual problems of the cellular wireless medium. the end-user experience of such multimedia applications depends heavily on a users perceptible interaction and tolerance to delay. Unlike 'staple' Internet applications (e.g. web-browsing, e-mail etc.), where user tolerance is generally quite flexible, for multimedia applications. a user can not tolerate my flexibility beyond certain interactivity constrai nrs.
In video conferencing applications, for example, the delay constraints are tightly coupled with the human perception of interactive communication, whilst for oneway broadcast-style applications the delay tolerance is typically based on the willingness of the listener to trade-off initial start-up delay versus long-term performance improvement through smart buffering and data retransmission. Thus, we find many challenges at different levels for utilising such applications in the cellular environment.
In this paper we present our practical experiences of streaming multimedia over production cellular networks. and our attempts to build a system that improves enduser experience. After a brief introduction to W A N characteristics in section 11, we highlight the relevant performance characteristics of WWANs for multimedia streams in section 111. In section IV we present the design of a multimedia streaming tool, vorbistreamer that implements a variety of optimisation techniques for the cellular environment, and in section V we evaluate the relative benefits of exploiting different levels of diversity across WWAN links.
We briefly summarise the main contributions of our work as follows:
We present the first detailed evaluation of multimedia applications in wide-area cellular environments,
We demonstrate the importance of application interactivity requirements on configuration parameters of the wireless channel through real experiments, and quantify the potential for diversity in cellidar enviroments from a variezy of nalurally occurrirrg phenoniena of random arid non-random events, We evaluate the advantages of correlated and uncorrelated behaviour in cellular environments to exploit diversity to significantly improve multimedia streaming performance. Our work shows that we can significantly improve end-user streaming experience by exploiting diversity. cell than short area networks such as WLANs. The links have to cope. with harsh outdoor conditions such as multi-path failirig caused by buildings, hills, or other obstructions. To overcome the mnlri-path problem in wireless -in the physical layer -TDMA based systems like GSM/GPRS use diversity reception techniques like Viterbi eqiraliscltioii, while CDMA based systems (IS-9YB) make use of ruke receivers. Table I illustrates the comparative characteristics of some of the most commonly deployed wireless networks. These technologies range widely in frequency spectrum allocation, transmission range, access control and modulation techniques, but while each of the W A N systems utilises different approaches toward error detection and recovery, they all experience similar path fading and interference phenomena.
UDPLite 161, [7] have been described, demonstrating that in certain circumstances (typically networks that are latency constrained), a great deal of benefit can be derived . .
.
Fig In GPRS, the Radio Link Control (RLC) layer is used to transmit data blocks by a selective repeat ARQ technique. The sender transmits blocks within a window of 64, acknowledged periodically by receiver side ACK/NACK messages. The sender re-transmits any erroneous RLC data blocks, and then further slides the sending window. This happens at the expense of high and variable delay due to such retransmissions.
The client data packets (IP) are fragmented into blocks of RLC data and transmitted as GSM bursts in a mulfifrunit construct or 'channel' [ 13. The number of channels that a device can support simultaneously depends on the hardware itself, although typically a GPRS capable device such as a cellphone will handle 4 channels downstream and 1 up, referred to as a '4+1' device.
Each GSM burst transmission provides a raw data rate of 456 bits which can be encoded in one of 4 from utilising corrupt data, To complement the advances in partial error detection, there has been a similar interest in the development of Unequal Error Protection (UEP) encoding of multimedia data, This involves prioritising the encoded data into separate layers, enabling successful decoding of the data with only partial information, the quality of decoded data improving as more of the original sample is retrieved. We build upon this research through the design of OUT own UEP support scheme in this paper. MAR for multimedia streaming in greater detail in this paper. We also extend our notion of diversity to encompass irtrra-channel uncorrelated behaviour occurring as a result of error characteristics of the link as well as inter-ch annel diversity. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of our streaming environment. A multi-homed mobile client exploits channel diversity by striping data across multiple W A N interfaces, connected either to different cellular providers. or the same provider. The application itself operates transparently to the network below, and is designed to be robust to failure by adapting to the environment through inference techniques rather than explicit link knowledge.
CHANNEL AND DIVERSITY CHARACTERISATION
Through measurements of the qualitative aspects of WWAN channel performance, we can quantify the typical constraints imposed upon a multimedia streaming application. Parameters such as packet propagation latency, inter-arrival jitter and loss can have a significant impact on its' design and operation. In this section we present characterisation results for GPRS, and additionally evaluate performance diversity in the WWAN environment, looking at error characteristics and parallel channel diversity.i
For all tests we utilise a GPRS network testbed that is linked lo our lab in Cambridge (see figure 2), providing us with actual data results from a live network. The traffic from each of our registered mobile devices travels directly from the provider network GGSN to our lab router via a well provisioned VPN tunnel. Since the performance of the VPN is well understood and highly consistent, we are able to accurately infer the effects of data transmission across the wireless link and measure network performance metrics such as jitter and loss.
GPRS channel performance varies considerably depending upon the proximity to the base station and quality of the signal. In previous work [S] we attempted to characterise some of the variation in performance as measured during static and mobile tests in multiple locations providing a variety of signal qualities. Our tests demonstrated that there is a significant amount of diversity in WWAN networks which can be leveraged to provide better application performance. We exploit channel diversity further in this paper. For our multimedia streaming experiments, we selected an area with average signal quality using a stationary device for the duration of the tests, we do not address the impact of mobility in h i s paper. For measuring general link performance we used our own bandwidth measurement tool which utilises consecutive packet propagation times to accurately measure the capacity of h e : link.
A. Channel Cliaracterisatian
GPRS provides three useful channeI conditions that must be negotiated prior to link activation. The first mode provides full reliability with retransmission and error checking, the second mode provides no reliability with error detection enabled, and the third mode provides no reliability with error checking disabled.
1) Lafeency To measure the packet propagation time across the wireless link we calculated the inter-arrival time between consecutive packets transmitted in a burst to the GGSN. Figure 3 indicates the cumulative distribu-.tion of inter packet arrival times for a 1000 sample test.
It is apparent from the results that when reliability is enabled there is a significant variation in propagation times across the link, the reasons for which are attributed to the aggessive ARQ applied by the link. The evenly spread distribution can be attributed to hardware buffering of packets which causes some packets to be buffered awaiting RLC retransmissions, and then subsequent packets to be released early. In general, however the average propagation time for a packet when no retransmissions occur is a factor of the packet length itself and the raw channel capacity. For a 4 + 1 device utilising CS-2 encoded channels with a raw throughput of 53.6Kbitsk it takes around 209 milliseconds (ms) to transmit 1400 bytes. This observation matches our measured results in figure 3 , demonstrating that the most significant delay in the end-to-end path is caused by the wireless link. Given the average propagation delay of the link, and the slower up link channel. only 13.4kbitk it is clear that the total Round-trip time is substantial. Round trip times (RTT) play a critical role in real-time multimedia communications, and it is widely accepted that human quality perception is severely affected by both end-toend latency and sample inter-mivaI variability. The ITU-T [9] recommendation for maximum round trip time tarsets in interactive voice communication is 400 ms. Achieving this over GPRS links with no retransmission is clearly challenging, however the introduction of further packet latency in the form of inter-arrival jitter can cause the transmission latency to exceed this threshold by three or four times the recommended limit depending on the sample size.
2) Nerwork Jitter: The variation in inter-arrival times of packets over GPRS links is an order of magnitude larger than that typically seen over wired Internet links (figure 3 illustrates measurements between 70 -610 ms). For less interactive applications, such as emerging pushto-talk services, slightly longer transmission periods can be handled, however it is desirable to maintain as consistent a channel condition as possible. particularly with respect to jitter. We therefore consider the effects of adjusting reliability of the link, Figure 3 also presents results from a similar test with reliability disabled. Through disabling retransmission, the inter-arrival distribution is much tighter (ranging only from 195 -255 ms). The inter-arrival variance is minimised at the expense of a higher degree of packet loss (3.8% packets lost in this case). We also note that losses over the W A N link occur randomly and there is no clear inter-dependency between link loss and the application bandwidth.
3) Channel Capacify Fluctuation: Eased on these measurements of network jitter variation for both reliable and unreliable channels, we consider the resulting channel capacity as measured by the mobile client for each test. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the fluctuation of channel capacity over time for stationary tests with average signal quality. For the reliable channel, we find that the capacity ranges quite widely, typically under utilising the physical bandwidth of the channel. The unreliable c a e s however illustrate that for a higher level of packet loss (in this case 3.8% versus 0%) our channel capacity can remain much more constant, providing us with a smooth arrival of data over time. The third CDF plot indicates the benefits of intra-packet error detection (to be described further in section IV-C) demonstrating that the loss effects on the unreliable channel causing a significant number of measurements around 35 -45Kbids can be removed to produce a very smooth and predictable channel. We therefore consider the use of partial packet error detection at the UDP level as advocated by UDPLite adopters, to utilise as much of the channel bandwidth as possible. 41 Bufer Performance measurement: The impact of variability on a streaming media application depends upon the constraints of the application itself. It is clear that a complete and reliable stream is always preferable for a receiver if there is sufficient flexibility to support the variation in inter-arrival times and fluctuating channel capacity. We therefore can model the relationship between the length of the media that is to be transmitted and played, the target bit rate of the application and the tolerance of the user to an initial startup delay. Figure 6 demonstrates the challenges associated with buffer management for real-time media streaming over wide area wireless links. These tests were conducted using a 2 second initial playout buffer for a 60 second music clip. Figure 6 does not address the ability of the application to pause the audio playout strearn as it is intended to highlight the significance of the initial buffer delay to support the streaming rate. It is clear that when reliability is enabled, we cannot guarantee that the link will not go stale in the event of a severe fade or interference and cause the application buffer to under run. We consider the theoretical buffer limit of an application based on average link measurements over time to support a target bit rate and clip length without experiencing buffer under run. Based on our earlier results presented in figure 5 we evaluate percentage of capacity available over time and consequently the ability of the link, under these circumstances, to support a minimum target streaming rate. Figure 7 indicates the theoretical buffer requirements required of our application to target vaious streaming rates over different periods of time based on the media clip length. We see that in order to support a higher streaming rate closer to the link bandwidth limit, our theoretical buffer requirement grows exponentially, requiring significantly more relative buffer delay as the bit rate increases.
In analysing the performance of the application buffer, we do not take account of the ability of the application to adjust the streaming rate over time to more closely match the capacity of the channel. As indicated in the introduction, multimedia applications, while often capable of adjusting bit rate within certain bounds, have a fixed minimum target streaming rate which must be supported over the length of the stream by the link. In this analysis we consider the minimum ta-get rate as an absoluk threshold. For pre-encoded media it is always beneficial to attempt to stream as much data as possible in advance to the receiver whenever excess capacity exists, thereby increasing the data buffer resilience to throughput fluctuation. For many applications that generate media in real-time, such as radio or television type streams, such pre-streaming of content is not possible, and we therefore consider all content generation to also be time constrained for the purposes of these tests.
) Flow ControE Accuraqv:
In order to avoid data in flight getting buffered at the Gn interface, going stale and causing subsequent packets to also be delayed it is important to maintain a tight flow control between the source (which might be a proxy device located in the providers network) and receiver. Detecting available capacity over a GPRS link is difficult to accomplish since the channel assignment from the base station can be highly dynamic, causing a data flow to slow down with potentially no data loss for a long period of time.
One of the advantages of utilising an unreliable mode for the link is that the actual channel capacity is easier to measure. Since the received data rate when operating in unreliable mode with application based error checking always matches the capacity of the link or the application data rate, whichever is lower, it is clear that our detection time for link capacity fluctuation is higher than the reliable case. In figure 4(a) the severe fluctuation around the 1000 ms time frame demonstrates the instantaneous measured throughput reaction of the channel where our capacity can appear to fluctuate very fast, although it does not necessarily reflect the capacity at that point in time since it is apparent that such a capacity does not physically exist across our GPRS channel (a 4 + 1 device experiencing CS-2 channel coding can only achieve a bit rate of 56Kbitls or 7KBytels). Such fluctuations occur due to the in-order delivery requirement of the link and RLC retransmissions. The soiution for gathering a more accurate reading must involve increasing the measurement period, thereby decreasing the reaction time of any flow control algorithm.
DiversiQ Characterisation
Diversity in WWAN links can be measured in various ways. In the following section we measure both correlated and uncorrelated behaviour in the WWAN environment, focusing on channel errors and diversity between parallel links. 1) Channel Error Characten'srics: Channel errors exhibit both correlated performance, errors typically occur in bursts, and uncorrelated performance, burst events occur randomly. When operating in unreliable mode. a mobile host can cause all data to be received from ihe link without error detection. By disabling packet level checksums at the UDP level, either through UDPLite partial header coverage or otherwise, the application can extract errored data arriving over the W A N interface.
Due to the nature of the U C layer, transmitted data is typically subject to an FEC coding process that attempts to recover a certain percentage of errors in hardware, the impact of which on the application is that errors appear in the bit stream as fixed size blocks equivalent Lo the residual data size provided by the RLC Coding Scheme (CS). Section 11-A explains the CS schemes in more detail, The error rate measured at the application level therefore is not the absoIute BER as measured over the link. but a post-FEC decoding rate that operates on an RLC residual coding rate granularity.
We classify errors as events which occur on a packet level, and we look at the frequency of events, and the characteristics of bursts within an event, We conducted a series of experiments to measure losses in the data stream as introduced by the link. Figure 8 characterises the nature and frequency of bursts within a single event, demonstrating that errors occur in close proximity to each other, and in aI1 cases where more than 1 error GPRS correlation between links as evaluated under MAR. occurred, the distance between the subsequent errors never exceeds 3 slots. We also find that there is a high probability (the calculated probability is 0.9) of more than one error occurring. In both static and mobiie scenarios, see figure 9 , the statistical diversity between interfaces helps to provide a smoother overall throughput. and lower packet interanival times for data traffic. Our measurements indicated that there is a higher degree of correlation between interfaces under mobile situations, or as a result of extreme environmental conditions, however on average we observe significant potential to exploit different kinds of diversity in the WWAN environment. samples are not a fixed size. The reason for this is that signal analysis can evaluate the importance of a sample, such that certain samples benefit more than others from greater data representation, and a more perceptually pleasing result can be produced by maintaining flexibility with respect to the exact rate generated by the encoder. In all cases, however we find that the bandwidth produced by the encoder is not unrestricted, and will always range between a minimum and it maximum target. Any channel that cannot support the minimum data rate for constant periods up to the bounds of the piayout buffer delay will cause decoder failure, and hence we attempt to maintain as predictable a channel performance as possible.
2) PuruEleZ CAarinaE
The Vorbis codec [lo] provides high quality encoding of audio data, allowing flexibility with respect to the characteristic of the bit stream produced. Upon initialisation, various parameters can he specified such as Average, Constant or Variable rate coding with a quality or bandwidth setting to indicate the quality level required.
The encoder initially generates a base layer 'spectral floor' which defines the basic 'shape' of the signal, followed by residual higher frequency components. The codec has the property that although residual layers do have an order of importance, ultimately any combination of residual layers can be combined to improve the quality of the signal. The encoded data therefore lends itself well to UEP formatting with a single base layer data sueam, and any combination of residual layers received over a 'best effort' channel. For h e purposes of these tests, a hybrid version of the c o d a was produced which allows data to be directly categorised as it comes out of the encoder, in essence producing a UEP-ready version of the data. This allowed intelligent packetisation of the data prior to streaming. The codec also benefits from the optimised design of pre-streaming codebooks which must be transmitted reliably to the decoder, allowing a higher degree of signal compression for all components of the bit stream.
B. Raw Codec Perjinnance
We selected the vorbis encoding format as a suitable high quality audio codec, and instrumented the encoder to our requirements in order to generate UEP content. Figure 10 illustrates the typical ratio of essentiallprotected data to higher level residue unprotected data. The ratio of data rates varies depending upon the maximum target bit rate of the encoder, with the rates closer to equal as the overall bit rate drops to its lowest threshold. The lowest overall bit rate achieved from the codec in separate tests has been around 30 -35kbit/s including packetisation overhead, at which point the residue data rate and the base layer data rate are approximately equal. The codec ratio identified in figure 10, is representative of vorbis streaming rates in general as the overall data rate increases above approximately 40Kbids.
The maximum data rate generated by the encoder is around 5OOkbit/s, although no cellular link in the wide area is currently capable of supporting this rate.
Each vorbis sample, as generated by the encoder, includes a header which specifies, among other things, the length of the sample and the position of the sample in the continuous audio stream. This allows any sample to be decoded independently of another, without being impacted by loss of earlier or subsequent data. This is an important property for our streaming environment since we anticipate that samples will be lost on occasions.
Decoded vorbis sample sizes are always a factor of 2, and range between 64 to 8192 bytes. Typically, however The bucket alignment technique which optimises the location of CRC checks within a packet to minimise the amount of data lost through bit errors.
for lower bit rate streaming. as required over GPRS. the sample sizes tend to be equivalent to 32 millisecond segments of audio, ensuring that any single gap occurring in the decoder stream as a result of loss is not too significant.
C. Error Detection
In order to utilise as much of the channel capacity as possible we consider the use of partial packet checksumming in order to detect sub-packet errors. IP transport protocols typically apply packet-level checksums to data, preferring the simplicity of data retransmission to the complexity of forward error correction and sophisticated CRC algorithms. For wired links this is a very reasonable assumption since errors only occur in very isolated cases, many of which can be immediately repaired using fast local area ARQ schemes. For time constrained data streaming across WWAN links we cannot retransmit data for reasons outlined in section 111, and errors occur at a much higher frequency than typically experienced.
Figure 4(c) highlighted the benefits of discarding only partially corrupted data segments from errored packets, demonstrating that substantial improvements in goodput can be achieved. Such capability, however requires a fine-grained error detection scheme that is sufficiently advanced enough to isolate the corrupt data segments and alIow processing of the rest of the data.
In order to enable the isolation of RLC sized errors within the data stream, we designed an error detection scheme that strategically placed 1 byte CRC hashes throughout the packet. Each hash has the capability of detecting errors occurring within a block of data of the RLC data length including itself. For CS-2 coding therefore we detect an RLC size of 30 bytes, assigning CRC hah markers for every 29 bytes of data throughout the packet, The error detection scheme therefore adds an additional 3% data overhead to the stream.
In the simplest case, due to non-alignment of CRCs with the RLC frames we find that any single error occurring at the RLC layer will typically impact 2 CRC checks, however we can further optimise the detection and isolation of errors to the exact length of the errors themselves throush opportunistic packetisation at the source. After conducting a series of tests with packet lengths of different sizes it became apparent that through the alignment of packets, an application is capable of irferring prior to transnrission where the potential burst loss boundaries may occur and consequently to manipulate b e accuracy of h e detection scheme. This process is referred to as Bucket AIigntnenr and has been utilised to great effect in optimising the error detection scheme outlined above, From the application level it is possible to build data packets in multiples of the RLC encoding size, also accounting for he lower level packet headers included by the UDP, IF', PPP and RLC layers, in order to ensure that the start of an RLC frame will always align exactly over the first byte of the packet. The impact of his scheme is to optimise the error detection, reducing the amount of data discarded, and thereby improving the recovery performance of any additional E C scheme. or to locak a transparent proxy server that re-encodes data on the fly based on local knowledge of the link. Any such solutions, however would introduce commercial and security complications that are outside the scope of this paper. While we have not evaluated the accuracy of the CRC scheme (there is a chance that errors may go undetected), our experience has been that an unsuccessful RLC decode process impacts dl the data within a block significantly. The resulting data set is a completely random bit stream that permeates across all the bytes, decreasing any probability of systematic errors occurring within the block and thereby improving the detection likelihood of the hash value.
D. Error Recovery techniques
We now consider the ability of the technology to support varying levels of QoS for multimedia data. We increase the resilience to loss of the base layer data through partial intra-packet FEC redundant encoding, and statisticalIy decrease the probability of errors occurring over protected portions of data through internal interleaving of protected and unprotected data. Additionally we interleave samples across packets within the stream in order to lower the impact of unrecoverable burst errors in the decoded audio, and consider the possibility for post-decoder sample regeneration of lost audio data through interpolation between neighbouring audio segments.
I ) Inrra-packet Redundancy using Reed-Solonron encoding: The output from the vorbis encoder is in UEP layers of base and residual data to which we would like to be able to assign different levels of priority. We divide our base layer into multiples of the RLC coding size minus the CRC hash, padding where necessary with residual data, and then apply a reed-Reed-Solomon FEC code [ll] to generate parity data which is included in the packet. Reed Solomon(RS) codes have the property that for I; source data symbols, an ( n , k ) code can be constructed where any k symbols out of the n will reconstruct the original data. Figure 12 illustrates the UEP scheme adopted by vorbistreamer depicting a sample with 4 RLC bucket lengths worth of data. The first 2 blocks are protected by the RS codes, and the second 2 blocks are unprotected. The figure also illustrates that multiple samples are stacked into one packet in order to minimise the amount of header overhead, the RS encoding process is then applied over the k protected data segments throughout the packet, generating ( n -k) parity symbols of data appended to the packet. Normally in wireless environments, it is beneficial to maintain a lower packet length in order lo keep retransmission times, and consequently network jitter low, however where retransmission and error checking is disabled this has no impact, and therefore we minimise the header and FEC overhead by generating larger packets.
At the head of every packet, a small header is included that specifies the length of each sample appended to the packet. This header must be received intact, otherwise packet decoding is not possible.
2) Bucket interleaving: In section III-B.1 we demonstrated that errors statistically occur in bursts. In order to further oprimise the recovery properties of the RS coding, we interleave the protected data with the unprotected data with the intention that the unprotected data will absorb some of the errors, thereby minimising the number of corrupt protected data sepents. Figure 12 also illustrates the interleaving process, demonstrating the algorithmic approach toward the insertion of data. Each sample begins with a protected segment, and is interspersed with unprotected data until either type runs out, filling the rest of the sample with the remaining data.
This process enables simple packet decoding, and in the event that certain samples are corrupted it ensures that only a single sample or a single data segment is affected. In practise, it was found that base layer data varies very little in size, and a fixed protected bucket size of 2 RLC blocks was utilised in order to simplify encoding further. Therefore in all network measurements presented in the next section, a fixed size of 58 bytes + 2 bytes of CRC hashes was used.
3) Vorbis Sample repair arid interleaving across packers: For protected samples that are unrecoverable through the application level RS decoder, a gap in the audio stream is created since the sample must be discarded, In order to mask the effects of the loss, receiver based repair techniques can be applied. The easiest, and most effective methods are packet repetition (the previous sample is repeated), packet interpolation (a sample is derived through inference based on the two samples on either side) or noise insertion. The effectiveness of any repair technique is significantly increased by minimising the length of the gap created as a result of data loss. Therefore, we also consider the effects of packet level interleaving. Since error events do not statistically occur close together, even though bursts of errors occur within an event. we find that distributing the sample stream in time makes an important difference to the audio quality perception. At he expense of increased buffer delay to recover from sample re-ordering, the proximity of packet losses is a parameter that is minimised as much as possible within the buffer delay bounds.
v. EXPLOITING DIVERSITY IN WWAN

ENVIRONMENTS
We consider the benefits of exploiting diversity in WWANs, beginning with an evaluation of the effectiveness of intra-packet redundancy to overcome burst errors within a single channel. For multi-channel network capacity, such as that provided by MAR, we further Recovery (' 3%) Overhead ( S ) Goodput ( 8 ) of the channel that can be exploited. We evaluated the effects of burst errors over the packets, and consequently measured the effectiveness of the intra-packet redundancy scheme. Our previous tests demonstrated that error events occur randomly and, within events, in bursts, We therefore try to overcome the effects of errors through adding redundancy to the packet and block interleaving. We also evaluated the effects of sample interleaving across packets in order to minimise the length of sample loss at the decoder. Figure 13(a) illustrates the benefit of sample interleaving across packets. We can see that the impact of a burst of errors over a single packet will be spread out in the receiver buffer.
B. Basic Multimedia Ssripirag
Next we consider the benefits of channel diversity. In it's most basic form, MAR can be utilised to stripe data packets in a round robin fashion across interfaces in order to distribute the effects of sustained loss over the network. Our characterisation results in 111-€3.1 demonstrated that we should expect errors to occur in random time periods (classified as an event), but in bursts within each event. We therefore anticipate that when an event occurs, there is a high probability that errors may cross packet boundaries, affecting more than one packet at a time, Since separate links are not expected to show correlation with respect to errors occurring at the same time, we therefore would anticipate that whilst striping sequential packets across links will not statistically improve the actual bit error rate. we would expect the average burst length of lost samples after decoding to be lower. Figure 13 illustrakes the impact of interleaving on the system. In figure 13(a) we see a double output buffer being transmitted over a single wireless channel. Each sample is interleaved through the packetisation process, however the correlation between subsequent packets being lost is higher than the separate channel case. F i p e 13(b) illustrakes the impact of channel diversity, which lowers the probability of consecutive packets being lost due to the diversity properties of the separate channels.
Table III indicates that the interleaving over separate channels is indeed more effective than interleaving across a single channel, The results include measurements of a single channel without interleaving, the base case performance, sending data across a single channel with packet interleaving which is marginally better, and striping data across 2 channels with sample interleaving which produces the best results. The goodput of the channel does not change significantly in either case. In these experiments we measured a slightly lower goodput from the dual channel tests, quite feasibly due to under-performance of one or other of the channels for some period of time during one of the tests, however even with poor goodput we see that the interleaving gap is lower, demonstrating that there is still a significant benefit in utilising more than 1 channel.
C. Cross-channel Redmdanq
In order to leverage the diversity of the link in improving the resilience of the redundancy algorithm, we consider applying parity codes across channels rather than across packets. The motivation for this approach is that we would anticipate the probability of errors occurring simultaneously across links to be lower than the probability of errors occurring within a single packet. Here we reconsider the packetisation approach outlined in figure 12 . lnstead of adding redundancy blocks equivalent to an anticipated burst error rate within a packet, we assume that redundancy will be applied through crosschannel parity, so a single channel is designated as the parity channel for every set of packets. This is not a static assignment for all parity data, however the principle is that for any n channels, the set of packets for which parity will be applied is I? -1. e.g. for 3 channels, every 2 packets will also receive a parity packet. Due to the nature of the coding, however we only need to protect h e base layer data, thereby lowering our parity rate. Figure 13 (c) illustrates the parity coding channel which carries redundant information capable of repairing any losses that may occur on either of the other 2 channels. 'fie channel selection is not important, the significant element is that the parity data is transmitted over a separate W A N path. Table I1 also illustrates the performance of the crosschannel redundancy scheme that we have measured from our network tests. The results demonstrate that utilising cross-channel diversity is highly effective compared to the intra-packet redundancy scheme on it's own. In all our 3 channel tests we have identified very few occurrences of simultaneous RLC bucket errors on 2 channels causing a sample to be lost. One of the significant advantages of the scheme over intra-channel redundancy is that in the event of total packet loss due to header corruption, we are still able to regenerate base layer samples through parity data, thereby providing a 100% recovery of data when errors do not impact the other channels. In our tests, only 1.8% of the error events occurred simultaneously across channels, and in 99.9% of cases the RLC blocks affected in any of the packets were different, thereby enabling full recovery of the data.
There is a trade-off for the cross-channel redundancy scheme which can be witnessed in the data overhead generated by the parity codes, As the number of channels increases, this value could be reduced since the parity to data ratio would be lower, however we have not been able to measure the effectiveness of the parity recovery for larger,numbers of channels. Even in the 3 channel case however it does still compare favourably against the strongest intra-packet redundancy scheme, generating an overhead of around 12% for the highest recovery rate.
D. Channel Based QoS
The final case that we consider utilises link reliability controls to provide different channel quality of service.
In this case we distribute a low bandwidth protected data stream over a link operating in reliable mode, and the higher bandwidth unprotected data over unreliable channels. In the simplest case at least 2 channels must be available. Based on figure 7 it is clear the key streaming constraint will be the amount of initial buffering required to support the'target bit rate of the protected channel. Figure 10 demonstrates the bit rate for the protected data stream as a function of the overall bandwidth, approximateIy one third of the combined rate, thereby enabling us to model the constraints of the system for different target bit rates and clip lenglhs. An example average streaming rate of 45 Kbit/s with a clip length of around 300 seconds would therefore require an initial buffer delay for the protected channel of around 3 seconds. in contrast to the original requirement for the same overall streaming rate of 144 seconds.
The diversity that can be exploited in this case is the jitter and the bandwidth of the reliable versus unreliable channel. The higher rate stream generated by the residual data from the codec does not impose any delay constraints on the protected data stream since the link is operating in an unreliable mode. and we find that packets experiencing loss do not significantly impact the stream due to the UEP nature of the data. Since the protected stream is low bandwidth, we also note thar the packet size can also be reduced at the expense of some header overhead to lower the propagation latency of the data. This presents an extremely attractive option for supporting high data rates with reasonably good quality and low stream initialisation delay. Assuming the buffer does not under run, the goodput for this channel would he 100% where we assume that all base-layer data has been received. The unreliable data would be subject to the same conditions as the other 2 channel diversity schemes.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we demonstrated that WWAN links are highly variable due to the strict re.liability constraints that are configured by default. We measured the variation imposed by ARQ at the link layer, and assessed the buffer requirements for multiinedia applications. For more interactive applications that require less buffering constraints in exchange for higher data loss, we evaluated the benefits of application level forward error correction to provide unequal error protection of the media stream.
We designed a multimedia streaming application that implements UEP coding for W A N streaming, and conducted real network measurements of the streams over a GPRS network. We demonstrated that application level error detection is an effective means to better utilise channel resources by only discarding portions of data packets that are corrupt, thereby creating the ability to provide UEP support at the application level. We considered the impact of diversity in the wide area and evaluated the benefits on multimedia streaming. In particular. we demonstrate that intra-channei diversity is useful, and we presented results to show that for a small overall increase in bit rate (6.59%) we can achieve a channel goodput of 99,7% of the original stream.
We further considered the benefits of exploiting inrerchannel redundancy through MAR, the Mobile Access Router through three techniques. The first technique of basic multimedia striping demonstrated that providing packet interleaving across parallel channels reduces the average burst loss length by 14% over the basic single channel case without impacting overall bandwidth or goodput of the channel. The second technique of crosschannel redundancy provides the most significant results of the diversity experiments. By sending parity data on a separate channel than the data, rather than appended to the packet in the same channel, we achieved 99.9% recovery for an overhead of 12.39%. This is due to the low probability that parallel channels will exhibit correlated behaviour, and simultaneous errors occur in the same place. The result is that sufficient redundant information is statistically more likely to be availahle to repair any blocks that are affected. Thirdly, we presented a channel-based QoS approach towards unequaI error protection of the data stream. By sending only the base layer information across a reliable channel, and the higher layer data over an unreliable channel, we significantly reduce the buffering constraints of the link, can statistically support a higher data rate.
